Modular engineering of DNA has demonstrated the construction of complex de novo two-and three-dimensional assemblies 1-3 and DNA polyhedral meshes 4,5 . However, proteins, which self-assemble into complex folds and perform a wide range of functions, could provide more versatile programmable materials. Proteins provide the diverse chemical functionalities of amino acid side-chains, self-assemble rapidly under normal physiological conditions 6 , and can be efficiently and sustainably produced in vivo 7 . Only a fraction of all possible protein folds are found in nature 8 , and de novo design of new folds remains challenging. Computational approaches have produced increasingly complex assemblies, predominantly based on engineering of the interaction surfaces of natural protein domains, remodeling of the protein hydrophobic core [9] [10] [11] [12] , and the design of repetitive folds 11 .
A r t i c l e s
Modular engineering of DNA has demonstrated the construction of complex de novo two-and three-dimensional assemblies [1] [2] [3] and DNA polyhedral meshes 4, 5 . However, proteins, which self-assemble into complex folds and perform a wide range of functions, could provide more versatile programmable materials. Proteins provide the diverse chemical functionalities of amino acid side-chains, self-assemble rapidly under normal physiological conditions 6 , and can be efficiently and sustainably produced in vivo 7 . Only a fraction of all possible protein folds are found in nature 8 , and de novo design of new folds remains challenging. Computational approaches have produced increasingly complex assemblies, predominantly based on engineering of the interaction surfaces of natural protein domains, remodeling of the protein hydrophobic core [9] [10] [11] [12] , and the design of repetitive folds 11 .
We sought to combine the modular building strategy of DNA nanotechnology with the chemical versatility and functionality of amino acids. Among the various known protein structural motifs, CC dimers provide the best approximation of DNA building blocks as they have a similar elongated shape and can be designed to exhibit pairwise complementarity. The pairing specificity of CC dimers is defined by the combination of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between residues at the heptad repeat positions a:d and e:g, respectively (Fig. 1a) . Unlike a DNA duplex, CC dimers can have either an antiparallel or a parallel orientation (Fig. 1b) 13 . This property is advantageous as it allows construction of more-complex folds 14 . We have shown that CC dimers can be used as modular building blocks to form the edges of polyhedral cages 14 . According to this strategy, CC-dimer-forming segments are concatenated into a single polypeptide chain via short flexible peptide linkers that act as hinges. This strategy results in a molecular embodiment of a mathematical double Eulerian tour: an oriented graph that traverses each edge exactly twice 14 . The folding of modular CC protein-origami (CCPO) structures is defined by longrange interactions-that is, intermodule contacts that are far apart in the primary structure. In contrast, engineered repeat proteins are based on short-and medium-range interactions between neighboring modules 11, [15] [16] [17] . The possibility for long-range interactions suggests that CCPO enables the design of complex shapes not achievable by repeat proteins. However, self-assembly of CCPO structures under physiological conditions may be challenging. Our first-generation CC tetrahedron had to be slowly refolded in vitro by dialysis through annealing at low concentrations and was poorly soluble 14 . Similarly, DNA nanostructures are typically assembled slowly in vitro from a large number of chains. The requirement for in vitro refolding substantially limits the potential applications of bionanotechnology 18 . CCPO structures do not exist in natural proteins, and whether they can self-assemble in vivo has been unknown. Our recent finding that a single-chain DNA molecule can rapidly fold into a highly knotted pyramid 19 suggested the possibility of designing modular proteins that self-assemble under physiological conditions.
Design of coiled-coil protein-origami cages that self-assemble in vitro and in vivo
Here we present second-generation CCPO structures that can be designed in any polyhedral shape, are soluble, and self-assemble in vitro and in vivo. We developed a set of CC building modules that are supercharged (i.e., have an increased number of charged residues at non-interacting positions) (Supplementary Table 1) . We investigated the design of a range of modules and linkers in tetrahedral variants with alternative topologies and also produced a rectangular pyramid, containing a four-branched vertex, and a triangular prism. The agreement of the designed folds with experiments was confirmed by solution SAXS analysis, EM, and cross-linking analysis. The stability and folding kinetics of the second-generation CCPO structures were found to be similar to those of natural proteins even though they lack a compact hydrophobic core. Extensive characterization of a tetrahedral structure expressed in living animals demonstrated biocompatibility, as the protein folded correctly and did not trigger a stress response. Our analysis of different CCPO structures provides rules for a coiled-coil protein-origami design platform (CoCoPOD; see github.com/NIC-SBI/CC_protein_origami and Supplementary Source Code), which uses a toolbox of pre-characterized CC modules to assemble arbitrary polyhedral cages.
RESULTS
We recently showed that the stability of CC dimers can be modified without affecting pairing specificity by varying surface residues 20 . As high stability of CC dimer modules might lead to folding bottlenecks, we sought to decrease their stability by introducing acidic residues at positions b, c, and f of the CC heptad repeats (Fig. 1a) , while leaving the interacting residues unchanged ( Fig. 1b and Supplementary Table 1) . Supercharged CC modules, with negatively charged noninteracting residues at positions b, c and f of the heptad repeat, conserved the pairing specificity and orthogonality of the CC modules and showed decreased stability (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The nomenclature used to designate the different polyhedra generated in this study is shown in Figure 1c .
Tetrahedra with various topologies from supercharged modules
We tested whether supercharged CC modules facilitate in vivo production of soluble monomeric CCPO tetrahedra. We evaluated 12 tetrahedral designs with different (i) topologies, (ii) circular permutations, (iii) length and sequence of linkers, and (iv) CC modules (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3) . Eight designs used soluble (S), negatively charged CC modules, and four designs used soluble, negatively supercharged (SN) CC modules (Supplementary Table 2 ). S and SN modules differ in the number of charged residues at non-interacting CC positions. A representative negatively charged version (TET12S) had a −33 net negative charge, and a representative negatively supercharged variant (TET12SN) had a −47 net negative charge (Fig. 2) , both with five-amino-acid-long flexible linkers. Expression of 12 tetrahedral variants in bacteria demonstrated that all designs were produced as soluble proteins (Supplementary Fig. 2a) , in contrast to the almost completely insoluble first-generation TET12, which had a net charge of −9. (ref. 14; Supplementary Fig. 2b ). Supercharged modules enabled the isolation of tetrahedral monomers under native conditions without the need for refolding (Supplementary Table 4 ). In addition to bacterial expression, TET12S was produced in soluble form by an in vitro transcription-translation system (Supplementary Fig. 3) .
The purified TET12SN protein displayed a helical content of 86%, in agreement with the 88% predicted on the basis of the design ( Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 4) . The protein's hydrodynamic radius, as determined by dynamic light scattering (Supplementary Fig. 5 ) was in agreement with the molecular model (Supplementary Table 4 ).
Size-exclusion chromatography coupled with multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS) analysis (Supplementary Fig. 5 ) showed the sample to be highly monodisperse, with up to 99% of the protein eluting in the monomeric fraction, with a calculated M r in close agreement with the expected molecular weight (Supplementary Table 4 ). The correct pairing of the CC modules in the folded state was verified by cross-linking using chemical cross-linker reagents of different lengths, followed by proteolytic digestion and mass spectrometric analysis of the cross-linked peptides 21 . All digested cross-linked peptide pairs between CC segments that were far apart in the primary structure were consistent with the design (Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Tables 5 and 6).
Analysis of the thermal unfolding of TET12SN indicated several transitions due to the range of stabilities of the CC modules (Fig. 2e) . Despite the use of destabilized supercharged CC modules, TET12SN was stable up to 40 °C. Folding was reversible, and the protein remained predominantly monomeric even after rapid temperature quenching ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ), similar to several other supercharged proteins 22 . Even though CCPO cages do not have a compact hydrophobic core and are stabilized by long-distance interactions A r t i c l e s between CC modules, their relative contact order (RCO) is lower than that of globular proteins. While the contacts between residues at the a and d heptad positions of the interacting CC modules are indeed far apart in the primary sequence, the RCO is the average distance in the primary sequence between contacting residues. In CCPO structures, the RCO is dominated by the short-range (i+3 and i+4) contacts of the α-helices ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 7 ). Next, we investigated the folding kinetics of TET12SN to determine the effect of the absence of a compact hydrophobic core. The rate of secondary-structure formation, measured by stopped-flow circular dichroism, was similar to that of natural globular proteins of similar sizes 23 (Supplementary Fig. 8a ). Formation of a defined tertiary-structure contact imposed by the CCPO fold was assessed by the rate of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) increase between the fluorescently labeled N and C termini of the polypeptide chain. This interaction would be unlikely to occur in the absence of the predicted folding as the first and last CC-forming segments do not interact with each other and only come into proximity because of topological constraints. The observed increase in FRET signal ( Supplementary Fig. 8b ) indicated that the correct designed structure was formed by the expressed construct. The rate of secondary-structure formation (Supplementary Fig. 8a ) is similar to that of overall structure formation ( Supplementary Fig. 8b ), as the CC segments only form well-defined structure upon dimerization.
For the other designed tetrahedral variants, we varied the length and stability of the constituent CC modules and the length and sequence of the linkers connecting them (Supplementary Table 2 ). The linkers varied from five to nine amino-acid residues and comprised charged and small flexible residues. The lengths of the CCdimer-defined edges differed by up to 60% -the longest, APH, had 45 residues, while the shortest, GCNshSN, had 27 residues. This wide range confirmed the ability to deviate at will from ideal symmetric tetrahedra. Because CCPO designs do not require symmetry, the shape and size of the cage and the cage's internal cavity can be tuned; in addition, stability can be tuned by the selection of the CC modules (Supplementary Table 1) .
Mathematical graph analysis has proved that a single-chain tetrahedron can be constructed either from four parallel and two antiparallel or from three parallel and three antiparallel CC segments 24 . In addition to the 4+2 (parallel + antiparallel dimer building module) topology, we therefore designed a new tetrahedron with the 3+3 topology based on the supercharged versions (Supplementary Table 1 ) 25 . Analysis of the produced and purified 3+3 tetrahedral structure (TET12 2.3 SN-f 5 b) revealed that the fold was very similar to the TET12SN variant with respect to helical content and hydrodynamic size (Fig. 2) . More than 90% of the tetrahedral variants folded successfully, as ascertained by circular dichroism (Supplementary Fig. 4) , SEC-MALS, dynamic light scattering (Supplementary Fig. 5 ), and SAXS analysis ( Supplementary Figs. 9 and 10) . In contrast, the variant with a scrambled order of the same CC modules (TET12SScr), which by design cannot fold into a tetrahedral shape, exhibited heterogeneous assemblies with increased hydrodynamic radius (Supplementary Fig. 11 ; design of TET12SScr in Supplementary Table 2) . The high success rate demonstrated the robustness of the CCPO design strategy.
Comparative biophysical characterization of the tetrahedral variants revealed several design principles. One is the importance of the N-terminal capping residues of the CC modules. The design without the tetrapeptide capping sequence SPED (TET12 1.10 xS-f 6 ) was unable to refold after thermal denaturation, in contrast to the TET12 1.10 S-f 5 design, where the SPED capping sequence was retained (Supplementary Fig. 5 ). The N-terminal capping sequence stabilizes the α-helix through a restricted dihedral angle, side-chain hydrogen bonding, and a favorable dipole moment 26 , as well as by increasing the helical propensity to stabilize the CC dimers. However, a lower net charge may also contribute to the poor solubility of TET12 1.10 xS-f 6 , since a SPED sequence contributes two charged residues.
Second, variations of the linker sequences, ranging from five to nine amino-acid residues, and variations in polarity and charges of residues in the linker, had a minor effect on the final yield of folded A r t i c l e s tetrahedra (compare TET12 1.10 SN-f 5, TET12 1.10 SN-c 6 , and TET12 1.10 SN-f 9 in Supplementary Fig. 2a ) and no effect on stability ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . Third, placement of the least-stable CC modules at the termini of the polypeptide chain considerably decreased the helical content of those variants, most likely because such structures are more prone to fraying at the termini (TET12 1.10 S-f 5 versus TET12 1.6 S-f 5 b in Supplementary Fig. 4 ) and should therefore be avoided.
Computational platform for the design of complex polyhedra To automate the design of CCPO structures, we encoded the design principles into CoCoPOD (Fig. 3) , which builds three-dimensional (3D) models from a single polypeptide chain and provides amino-acid sequences for any arbitrary polyhedral scaffold, where the polyhedron edges are formed from CC dimers. The design strategy consists of several mostly automated steps ( Fig. 3) : (i) specifying the polyhedral geometry; (ii) routing the chain according to topological constraints; (iii) selecting the optimal topology and circular permutation; (iv) selecting the modules from the CC toolkit; (v) building the 3D model; and (vi) refining and validating the model through folding simulations.
All topologies (i.e., double Eulerian paths) for the selected geometric scaffold are derived via graph analysis 27 . The optimal topology and circular permutation are selected based on the lowest topological contact order, the orientation of the modules (parallel and antiparallel CC dimers), and the crossing of chains at vertices. The modules are selected from the CC toolbox (Supplementary Table 1 ) based on their orthogonality, stability, and other desired properties defined by the user. Molecular models are built for the designed polypeptide chain, and any folding bottlenecks are identified by the Gō-type coarsegrained folding simulation, previously used to identify the cooperative folding units of natural proteins 28, 29 .
Building a four-sided pyramid and triangular prism To demonstrate that CoCoPOD can be used to construct polyhedra that are larger and more complex than a tetrahedron, we designed, isolated, and characterized a four-sided pyramid (PYR16SN) and a triangular prism (TRIP18SN) (Fig. 4) . PYR16SN is composed of two antiparallel and six parallel modules and contains a fourbranched junction in the vertex that has never been observed in a natural or engineered protein, to our knowledge. The triangular prism TRIP18SN, comprising >700 residues, has three antiparallel and six parallel CC dimers, defined by 18 concatenated CC-forming segments. Both proteins were successfully produced in the soluble fraction of bacteria (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). The helical content (Fig. 4d) and hydrodynamic size of both were in agreement with the design, as determined by circular dichroism and SEC-MALS analysis ( Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 4) . The thermal-unfolding profile suggested higher cooperativity than in the tetrahedral designs (Fig. 4e) . The folding rates for the larger protein polyhedra were found to be slightly slower (Supplementary Fig. 8 ) than for the tetrahedral designs, as expected by these polyhedrons' increased complexity.
Structural analysis of designed polyhedra
The shapes of a tetrahedron, four-sided pyramid and triangular prism were analyzed by SAXS, which confirmed that the structures matched the design (Supplementary Figs. 9 ,10,12 and 13, Supplementary Table 7 and Supplementary Discussion). The molecular models displayed very good agreement with the experimental data, with χ values of 0.8, 2.7, and 1.0 for TET12SN, PYR16SN, and TRIP18SN, respectively (Fig. 5) . After the models were created with CoCoPOD, normal mode analysis was used to extensively sample the molecular model space to identify the best matching models. Normalized Kratky plots from the SAXS measurements confirmed that the proteins were structured, while the Porod exponents indicated a small degree of flexibility due to flexible linkers, which form the vertices (Supplementary Figs. 9 and 13, Supplementary Table 7 and Supplementary Discussion).
Ab initio calculation of the molecular envelope from the SAXS data revealed that the shapes of all three designed polyhedra were in agreement with the design, with clearly visible internal cavities Table 1 ). (d) All-atom 3D models are built, and properties such as volume, contact order, and solvent-accessible surface are calculated. (e) Designs are also tested using coarse-grained, structure-based folding simulations.
A r t i c l e s (Fig. 5d) . The scattering curve for the triangular prism may best be explained by a contribution of a rectangular (26%) and an oblique prism (74%). A triangular prism comprises three four-edged and two three-edged faces. Because the angles between the edges of a polyhedron with a four-sided face are not uniquely defined by the length of its edges, this conformational variability was not unexpected.
To further confirm the size and shape determined by SAXS results, particles were imaged by negative-stain transmission EM (TEM micrographs on Supplementary Figs. 14-16; Internal cavities are observable in all three constructs. For TRIP18SN, only the rectangular prism model is shown.
single-particle class averages on Supplementary Figs. 17-19).
Reconstructed 3D electron-density maps for a tetrahedron, rectangular pyramid, and triangular prism were also found to be in good agreement with the models and SAXS results ( Fig. 5e) , corroborating the success of the design strategy.
CCPO structures fold in mammalian cells and in mice
To investigate the potential of CCPO cages for delivery of drugs and vaccines and other medical applications, we examined the folding of a tetrahedron in mammalian cells and in vivo. Subdomains of a split-fluorescent protein were fused to both termini of TET12S (TET12S split-mVenus ) to enable reconstitution of the fluorescence. Fluorescence should occur only if the protein folds according to the design because the N and C termini must coincide at the same vertex, defined by the concurrent formation of three CC segments. Expression of the transfected TET12S split-mVenus plasmid in the HEK293 cell line exhibited high fluorescence, in contrast to the control, which used a scrambled order of modules (TET12SScr split-mVenus , Fig. 6a ) where both proteins were expressed at similar levels ( Supplementary Fig. 20) . Because eukaryotic cells recognize and respond to misfolded proteins, intracellular production of non-natural protein folds can trigger adverse physiological responses. However, we observed no activation of the unfolded protein response 30 in cells that overexpressed TET12S (Supplementary Fig. 21a ). Furthermore, while abnormal protein aggregates can induce an innate immune response via NLRP3 inflammasome activation in the cytosol, TET12SN or TET12S tetrahedral cages did not activate the NLRP3 inflammasome in primed immortalized mouse macrophages, in contrast to misfolded prion protein amyloid fibrils (Supplementary Fig. 21b ).
To investigate folding in vivo, we introduced a plasmid encoding TET12S into the livers of mice by hydrodynamic delivery (Fig. 6b) . Histological analysis of liver tissue demonstrated that the correctly folded TET12S was produced in hepatocytes, using reconstitution of a split-fluorescent protein as a reporter (Fig. 6c) . Correct folding of TET12S was confirmed by in vivo imaging of a reconstituted split luciferase (split-fLuc). Mice that produced TET12S split-fLuc exhibited strong bioluminescence in the liver, in contrast to the mice that expressed a scrambled version (TET12SScr split-fLuc , Fig. 6d) . No increase in inflammation or liver damage markers was observed in the mice (Supplementary Fig. 22 ), suggesting that in vivo expression of the protein did not elicit adverse pathological responses and could be readily integrated into biological systems. A r t i c l e s DISCUSSION The CCPO fold, defined by modular interactions between orthogonal CC building blocks that are far apart in the primary sequence, has not been observed in natural proteins. We demonstrate the production of three different complex, nonsymmetrical polyhedra: a tetrahedron, a four-sided pyramid, and a triangular prism. The agreement of the isolated protein particles with the design was confirmed by SAXS analysis, EM, and cross-linking analysis. The stability and folding kinetics of the second-generation CCPO structures were found to be similar to those of natural proteins even though CCPO structures lack a compact hydrophobic core. Extensive characterization of a tetrahedral structure expressed in living animals demonstrated that CCPO structures can be efficiently produced and are compatible with cellular physiology. Designed CCPO structures comprising >700 amino-acid residues were found to fold efficiently under physiological conditions, expanding the limits of this type of engineered scaffolds.
Although the pairing specificity of CC dimers is not as straightforward as DNA base-pairing, polypeptide modules have several farreaching advantages over DNA nanotechnology, such as DNA origami. Functional amino-acid residues can be readily incorporated, whereas DNA requires introduction of functional moieties or domains via chemical conjugation 31 . Furthermore, we found that cytosolic CCPO structures did not trigger an innate immune response.
Protein assemblies have been designed through genetic fusion of natural oligomerizing domains 32,33 , novel protein-protein interfaces [34] [35] [36] , and using viral capsids or bacterial microcompartments 37 . Repeat proteins 38 are assembled from compact building blocks with defined curvatures. Unlike these approaches, the CCPO strategy does not rely on symmetry, so any amino-acid position in the structure can in principle be individually addressed and functionalized. Reconstitution of the split-fluorescent protein and luciferase also shows that CCPO structures can be combined with natural globular protein domains.
Novel protein scaffolds represent a new class of versatile tools for applications in molecular therapy 39, 40 . Several approaches, such as virus-like particle engineering 41 and computational epitope grafting 42 , have been applied previously to design scaffolded epitopes. A particularly promising strategy is in situ production of genetically encoded vaccines that present multiple antigens at the surface of designed protein nanoparticles, an approach that improved the immune response against influenza 43 . We envision a diverse array of applications for CCPO structures, including drug delivery and targeting, epitope scaffolding for vaccination and its combination with agonists of the innate immune response, and compartmentalization and delivery of proteins including cytotoxic enzymes or therapeutic drugs. The approach should also find applications in non-therapeutic areas, such as rational design of protein molecular machines, sensors, and functional materials.
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reprints and permissions information is available online at http://www.nature.com/ reprints/index.html. Publisher's note: springer Nature remains neutral with regard to jurisdictional claims in published maps and institutional affiliations. 47 . The design strategy consists of several mostly automated steps (Fig. 3): 1. Specifying the polyhedral geometry. The geometry of the polyhedral shape can be specified either manually as a list of polygon faces or, more conveniently, it can be prepared using a 3D rendering program. We have done the latter, in which the platform parses the widely used and supported Stanford PLY ASCII format, which contains the necessary connectivity information.
In the following text we refer to a pair of CC dimers as a building module. A segment is a single peptide (half a module). The tetrahedron was built from 6 modules and 12 segments.
2. Routing the chain. Stable traces are paths in which consecutive edges share a face (i.e., the path does not loop back on itself). As a result, stable traces hold the polyhedron's shape. For any given polyhedron, many different double Eulerian trails are possible 14 . In the context of single-chain polyhedral cages, we refer to double Eulerian trails as a polyhedral topology, since the order of the building blocks in a chain is determined by the double trail, while the order of the segments is preserved under continuous deformations.
All strong double traces were enumerated using the method of 1-face embedding, as described by Fijavž et al. 27 . Briefly, a polyhedron is defined as a polygonal complex of oriented and rooted polygons. All stable double traces can be constructed by the successive gluing of two faces with a common edge. In the present work, we also consider trails with crossings in their vertex figures. We provide more details in the Supplementary Note, "Topologies of a pyramid with crossings." 3. Selecting the optimal topology and circular permutation. Because double Eulerian trails are circular, while polypeptide sequences are not, the circular tour needs to be linearized. The chain can begin at any vertex, after traversing the polyhedral shape the chain will return this vertex. In other words, the N and C termini of the polypeptide are colocalized in the same vertex. For a polyhedron with N edges there are at most 2N possible linear trails (and at most 2N reflected linear trails; see Supplementary Note). The selection of the starting vertex defines the linear order of the segments, which is termed a circular permutation.
For example, there are three topologies for the tetrahedral shape: one with two antiparallel and four parallel segments and two with three antiparallel and three parallel segments. Each topology can be realized using different circular permutations.
The topologies are represented in edge-face notation as a string of letters, where each letter represents one CC-forming segment. The same letters (A-F) denote a matching pair of segments. Differently cased letters (e.g., Aa, aA) indicate an antiparallel pair, while same-cased letters (e.g., AA, aa) indicate a parallel pair. The three topologies of the tetrahedron are presented below:
ABCADECFEbDf ABCADECFdBef ABCADEbDFceF The four-sided pyramid and trigonal prism demonstrated in this report can be realized in 52 and 25 topologies, respectively.
The topologies and circular permutations may have different stabilities or folding properties due to the varying amino-acid distances between segments; this is similar to an earlier demonstration of the differences in circular permutations of the DNA single-chain four-sided pyramid 19 .
Analogously to protein-contact order 48 , which has been successfully used to predict proteins' folding rates, we introduce a topological contact order (TCO) to choose the optimal topology and circular permutation. The TCO is defined as the average number of segments between a pair: Where N is the numbers of segments and i and j are the positions of the segment in the chain. Antiparallel and parallel pairs must be handled differently, since the end-to-end distance is longer for the former than for the latter.
Since several circular permutations can have the same TCO, we also calculate the s.d. of the distances between pairs (stdTCO): Where N is the numbers of segments, i and j are the positions of the segment in the chain, and TCO is the topological contact order.
As a guiding rule, the algorithm selects the circular permutations with the smallest TCO and stdTCO. This rule is subject to other design constraints, such as the selection and availability of the modules.
All of the topologies and circular permutations can be enumerated. The circular permutations are then given a canonical form (as described in section 2) and are sorted by the number of crossings, the number of antiparallel segments, and the lexicographical order of the canonical form. Each topology and circular permutation can therefore be assigned a unique name. See Supplementary Data "Topologies-circular-permutations-TCO.xlsx".
4. Selecting the modules from the CC toolkit. Once a circular permutation was selected, CC modules from the available toolbox were selected for each segment in the topology. For example, the pair BB can be realized by any parallel CC dimer in the toolbox (e.g., P3-P4 or P3S-P4S), depending on their required properties, such as their stability or charge or the presence of selected residues at particular positions. Linkers between pairs must also be selected and can be adjusted according to the requirements of flexibility or solubility.
The CC toolbox includes a set of natural and designed CC hetero-and homo-dimers with defined orientations, all of which have been experimentally characterized. In the PDB database, there are 199 parallel and 266 antiparallel CC dimers that are longer than 21 residues 49 . In addition, several designed CC dimers have been characterized based on natural leucine zippers 50 or have been designed and their orthogonality tested 25,51 . We used 22 different CC dimers for the construction of the polyhedra in this report; the dimers' sequences are described in Supplementary Table 1. CC pairs were divided into orthogonality groups (determined by the combinations g, a, d, and e positions; Supplementary Fig. 1) . Modifications of the b, c, and f sites did not significantly affect the orthogonality ( Supplementary  Fig. 2 ) but they can strongly affect properties such as solubility and stability. For example, P3, P3S, and P3SN all belong to the same orthogonality group and differ only in residues at the b, c, and f sites.
This part of the design was performed in a semiautomated interactive manner in which the user is allowed to make appropriate selections based on the desired properties of the polyhedra while taking into account the orthogonality of the modules.
The user can then consecutively select each of the building elements from the available toolbox; the algorithm warns the user if several segments within the same orthogonality group have been used. The remaining segments can then be provided based on their desired physicochemical properties, such as stability, polarity, net charge, and helical propensity.
Based on several key biochemical and experimental requirements in this report (Supplementary Figs. 5, 6 and 9) , guidelines for the optimal assignment of CC modules were derived: the least stable segment pairs should not be selected as the terminal segments. The more stable CC modules should also be chosen for the segment pairs that are far apart in the amino acid sequence; this should help compensate for the entropic penalty of bringing distant segments into close proximity during folding.
Using different linkers can affect the flexibility, folding kinetics, and protein-origami solubility. Therefore, linker modifications can be used to adjust the desired properties.
In general, stability was not significantly affected by the choice of linkers, as may be seen from the denaturation of TET12 1.10 SN-f 5 , TET12 1.10 SN-f 9 , and TET12 1.10 SN-c 6 (Supplementary Fig. 5 ), which have linkers of length 5, 9 and 6, respectively. This indicates that various flexible hydrophilic linkers can be accommodated within the polyhedral cage.
5. Constructing 3D models. The 3D polyhedra models were built using a combination of Modeller and Chimera. First, the entire sequence was forced into an ideal alpha helix; the CC modules were then made rigid, and a rigidbody molecular dynamics simulation was started. Harmonic restraints were applied to each pair consecutively; the order of the pairing was performed according to the stability of the modules (e.g., APH, BCR, P3-P4, P5-P6, GCN, P7-P8). In order to force the orientation of the modules for each pair, two additional restraints were applied: the first between the first C-alpha atoms of each segment and the second between the last C-alpha atoms of each segment. (In antiparallel segments, the restraints were first-last and last-first C-alpha atoms.) Twenty thousand steps were used for each stage of the simulation.
The generated model was then refined by a homology-modeling step based on the 3D structure of the CC dimers. For some CC pairs (e.g., BCR 52 , GCN 53 ) the crystal structure was known; for others, the models were constructed using CCBuilder 54 .
This elaborate protocol is necessary because Modeller homology modeling does not reliably converge unless a good initial structure is provided. Constructing the model via homology only is also possible but is considerably more time consuming and more difficult to automate, since the minimization rarely converges. Our step-wise approach to building an initial model results in a speed-up of several orders of magnitude, thus reducing the time necessary to build one model from several days to less than an hour.
The MD and homology models were then repeated to obtain multiple models. At least 20 models were generated for each of the designed polyhedra variants. The models were evaluated by calculating the volume of the cavity, the contact order, the fraction of buried residues, and the presence of topological knots; they were also filtered manually, since bringing segments together using harmonic restraints may sometimes trap the remainder of the chain between two segments.
6. Refinement/validation of the models via folding simulations. All-atom MD simulations were performed on TET12S and TET12SN; we found that the models remained stable throughout the course of the simulations (60 ns). Earlier work on the folding of single-chain DNA origami 19 raised concerns that some of the protein-origami designs might not fold correctly due to kinetic restraints. To address this problem, structure-based model (SBM) folding simulations (also known as Gō simulations) were performed on all designs. This type of simulation has previously shown good agreement with experimental results on natural proteins' folding units. The Gō simulations in our work were set up using the SMOG web server 28 and were performed using NAMD 55 and GROMACS 56 . By analyzing the folding simulations, we did not observe any topological or entropic barriers to folding in any of the designs that are presented in this report.
The CC modules that are presented in this report comprised between four and five heptads and therefore did not include a full super-helical turn. Therefore, the kinetic restraints identified via the DNA pyramid 19 do not apply in this case. We do expect, however, that topological barriers to folding would become more relevant for longer-CC building blocks, since these can introduce knotting. As observed in single-chain DNA polyhedra, the stability of the building segments could be used to guide the folding pathway 19 . In this case, this final step in the design platform should be able to identify the topology with the most favorable folding properties. In this iterative way, the models were built and the SBM simulations were performed until a successful design was identified in silico.
Construction of plasmids.
All genes were synthesized by Genewiz (USA), except for TET12 1.10 SN-c 6 , TET12 1.10 SN-f 9 , and TRIP18 7.5R1 SN-f 5 , which were synthesized by Gen9 (USA). Genes were obtained or cloned into expression vector pET-41a using restriction sites NdeI and XhoI. TET12SScr (TET12 scr Sf 5 ) was obtained as a PCR product from the fused gene of TET12SScr and splitmVenus, and was ligated into pET-41a cut with NdeI and XhoI. For expression of FLAG-tagged TET12S in mammalian cells, the ORF encoding TET12S (TET12 1.10 S-f 5 ) was amplified by PCR using Phusion HF (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and cloned into pcDNA3.1 via EcoRI and NotI restriction sites or into pFLAG-CMV-3 (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) via NotI and EcoRV restriction sites. All restriction enzymes were from New England BioLabs. pFLAG-CMV-3 includes preprotrypsin leader sequence for secretion.
TET12S and TET12SScr with split mVenus were constructed from PCRamplified N-terminal split mVenus (from 1 to 84 amino acid residue of mVenus), C-terminal split mVenus (from 85 to 238 amino acid residue), and the appropriate TET12 construct. The constructs obtained were cloned into pcDNA3.1 and pFLAG-CMV.
TET12S and TET12SScr with split luciferase for mammal expression were constructed from PCR-amplified N-terminal split firefly luciferase (from amino acid residue 1 to 491 of luc2P firefly luciferase), C-terminal split firefly luciferase (from amino acid residue 492 to 553) and appropriate TET12 construct. Obtained constructs were fused with Gibson assembly and inserted into pcDNA3.1 and pFLAG-CMV.
Polypeptide expression and purification. Escherichia coli NiCo21(DE3) strain (New England Biolabs) was transformed with respective constructs and grown at 37 °C overnight (160 r.p.m.) in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium containing kanamycin (50 µg/mL). Bacterial cultures were transferred to LB medium at OD of 0.1, grown at 37 °C until OD reached 0.6 and induced with 0.5 mM IPTG. After induction, the cultures were cultured for 4 additional hours at 30 °C. The harvested cells were resuspended and lysed on ice with a lysis buffer: 50 mM Tris buffer at pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 0.5 mg/mL Lysozyme (Sigma-Aldrich), 15 U/mL Benzonase (Millipore) and CPI protease inhibitor mix (Sigma-Aldrich). Cell lysis was completed by ultrasonication on ice for 15 min, at intervals of 1 s pulse and 3 s pause (50% amplitude). Subsequently, cellular lysates were centrifuged at 16,000g (4 °C) for 30 min, respective soluble fractions were filtered through 0.2 µm filter units (Sartorius) and incubated for 1 h at 4 °C with Ni-NTA resin (Golden Biotechnology) previously equilibrated with buffer A (50 mM Tris buffer at pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Imidazole). After washing with buffer A and B (50 mM Tris buffer at pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole and 50 mM Tris buffer at pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, respectively) the bound fraction was eluted with buffer C (50 mM Tris buffer at pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole). EDTA (1 mM) and Glycerol (10% v/v) were added to the eluted fractions. The samples were then concentrated (Millipore centrifugal unit 10 MWCO), injected to a Size Exclusion column (HiLoad16/600 Superdex 200 pg, GE Healthcare) and separated at 1 mL/min (SEC buffer: 20 mM Tris buffer at pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, Glycerol 10% v/v). The respective monomeric peaks were pooled, concentrated, shock-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C. The samples were characterized by SDS-PAGE, CD, SEC-MALS, and dynamic light scattering.
To produce larger amounts of proteins for structural characterization, we produced 4 l cultures and isolated samples through four chromatographic passages. Cellular pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer as described above, but without imidazole, loaded on a 20 mL Q-Sepharose column (GE Healthcare) and eluted within a gradient of NaCl from 150 to 550 mM. Selected fractions were loaded in a 10 mL Ni-Sepharose-6-FF column (GE Healthcare) and eluted within a gradient of imidazole from 0 mM to 550 mM. Pooled fractions were subsequently loaded on a 10 mL column packed with Source-15Q resin (GE Healthcare) and eluted within a gradient of NaCl from 150 mM to 550 mM. Obtained samples were then separated with a size exclusion chromatography and treated as described above. Additionally, all the constructs having cysteines in the sequence were isolated in presence of TCEP 1 mM. Circular dichroism (CD) measurement. CD measurements were performed on a Chirascan CD spectrometer equipped with a Peltier temperature controller (Applied Photophysics, UK). CD spectra of the polypeptides in 20 mM Tris buffer pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl were recorded in far-UV in a 1 mm quartz cuvette (Hellma, Germany) at 20 °C using 1 nm step, 1 nm bandwidth, and 1 s sampling. Secondary structure of 5 µM polypeptide solution was analyzed by scan measurement from 200 to 260 nm. The results are the average of three scans. The helical content was estimated from average mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm, [θ 222 ], using the following equation 57 : H the value of −39,500 deg cm 2 dmol −1 was used 57 . The expected helicity was calculated using CCPO model structures that fit best to SAXS data and PyMOL 58 . Thermal stability of the isolated proteins was determined by measuring the ellipticity at 222 nm in a temperature range of 10-92 °C.
Orthogonality of coiled-coil forming peptides. The heterodimeric CCforming segments used in protein-origami constructs are based on a previously published orthogonal set, including P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, and P8 (ref. 51 ). P3-P8 were used as building blocks in TET12 design 14 . A new orthogonal set was designed, comprising peptides PnS and PnSN, respectively, by modifying the non-contacting b, c, and/or f residues of the heptad repeats (sequences in Supplementary Table 1) , in order to retain the orthogonality of the set, increase the net negative charge and decrease stability. Peptides were purchased from Proteogenix (France). Binding specificity of peptides was tested by measuring the CD spectra of all possible pairs of peptides P3S, P4S, P5S, P6S, P7S, P8S, and similarly of P3SN, P4SN, P5SN, P6SN, P7SN, and  P8SN (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). CD spectra were measured using a Chirascan CD spectrometer equipped with a Peltier temperature controller (Applied Photophysics, UK), from 200 to 260 nm, bandwidth 1 nm, scanning rate 2 nm/s, and the optical path length was 1 mm. Final peptide concentrations were 20 µM each in 20 mM Tris buffer pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, if not specified differently. The temperature was maintained using the instrument′s Peltier element and monitored using a temperature probe. It was normally set to −1 °C in order to capture the presence of CC dimers that may not be stable at room temperature and at measured concentrations. The peptides PnS were used in TET12S design, and PnSN were used in TET12SN, PYR16SN, and TRIP18SN design.
Protein stability. Stability of protein constructs was determined by fitting a thermodynamic model to experimental CD temperature denaturation data as described previously 59 . Briefly, thermal denaturation is modeled as an equilibrium between the native, denatured, and one or two intermediate states. The equilibrium constants K i that define the ratio between equilibrium concentrations of each molecular species change with temperature according to the Van′t Hoff relation,
where T is the temperature, R is the gas constant, and ∆H i° is the standard molar enthalpy of the transition. Using this relation the equilibrium species concentrations and subsequently the experimentally measurable signals can be calculated at any temperature, subject to a few parameters (K i at a reference temperature and ∆H i° for each transition i; ∆H i° were assumed to be independent of temperature, given the small hydrophobic surface area buried in the native structure). These parameters were adjusted so that the model-calculated signal was fitted to the experimentally measured one. The fitting was carried out by a custom-written C++ program making use of the Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm 60 and a modified version of Powell's Hybrid method 61 for solving the system of equations that yields equilibrium species concentrations.
Circular dichroism stopped-flow (SF) measurements. Stopped-flow measurements were performed on a MOS-500 spectrometer with an SFM-3000 stopped-flow unit (BioLogic, France). Proteins at concentration from 1 to 1.5 mg/mL were prepared in 20 mM Tris buffer pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% Glycerol and 6 M Guanidinium chloride (GndCl). For folding experiments proteins were diluted with buffer A (20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) and B (20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 M GndCl). All buffers were filtered through a 0.45 µm PES Minisart filter (SN 16533, Sartorius, Germany). The final protein concentration after mixing was 0.2 mg/mL. The final GndCl concentration was 1 M. The SFM-3000 has three independent syringes (S1, S2, S3). The protein sample was in S3, Buffer A in S1 and buffer B in S2. Total flow was set to 10.5 mL (estimated dead time 7.1 ms using an HDS mixer). Total volume per measurement was ~400 µL, at least 63 µL of the sample from S3 was used in one shot. Three repetitions were performed and averaged. The cuvette used was 2 mm by 2 mm in size (FC20). CD signal was measured at 227 nm with a 5 nm bandwidth and 300 millidegree dynamic range. The signal was recorded each ms for 2 s.
Fluorescent labeling for stopped flow (SF) measurements. Constructs containing a free cysteine at the N and C termini (TET12 1.10 SN-f 5 -2cys, PYR16 4.6 SN-f 5 -2cys and TRIP18 7.5R SN-f 5 -2cys) were isolated and purified as described above. About 0.5 ml of 20 µM protein in 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol and 1 mM TCEP was used for one experiment. The protein was labeled with five times molar excess of Sulfo-Cyanine3 maleimide and Sulfo-Cyanine5 maleimide. Each dye was dissolved in DMSO to form a 10 mg/ml stock solution. Importantly, the corresponding volumes of stock solution Cy3 and Cy5 were thoroughly mixed before addition to the protein solution. The reaction vessel was wrapped in foil, mildly stirred for 2 h at room temperature and then overnight at 4 °C. The reaction mixture was purified on a PD 10 disposable desalting column (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). First the column was equilibrated with 25 mL of buffer A (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl). The sample was added to the column and left to enter the column completely, then more buffer A was added and fractions of 0.5 ml were collected. Usually the sixth and seventh fractions were pulled and used for stop flow measurements without the need for further concentration. The degree of labeling was estimated from the corresponding UV/Vis spectra. The concentration of labeled protein was approximately 9 µM.
TCEP-Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride-was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. The fluorescent dyes were purchased form Lumniprobe, Germany.
Stopped-flow (SF) measurements. Guanidine hydrochloride (GndCl) was added in powder form to the labeled protein samples to obtain a final concentration of 5 M GndCl and ~5 µM concentration of protein (478 mg of GndCl were added to 1 ml of labeled protein sample). The sample was left for 1 h at room temperature to ensure complete unfolding.
The measurements were performed on MOS-200 spectrometer with an SFM-3000 stopped-flow unit (BioLogic, France). The final protein concentration after mixing was ~1 µM. The S1 and S2 syringes had a capacity of 10 mL, the S3 syringe had a 1.9 mL barrel. The sample was placed in syringe S3 and buffer A in syringes S1 and S2. Total flow was set to 6 mL (estimated dead time 3.7 ms). Total volume per one measurement was 314 µL and least 62 µL of the sample from S3 was used in one shot, resulting in a five times dilution. At least five repetitions were performed and averaged. The cuvette used was 1.5 mm by 0.5 mm in size (FC15/5). The instrument was set in fluorescent mode with the detector at 90° to the excitation light. The sample was excited at 547 nm using the Xe/Hg lamp at 150 W. Signal was recorded with a longpass filter FGL665 (Thorlabs, USA) which transmits light with wavelength longer than 655 nm. The signal was recorded each ms for 2 s. As a control an equimolar mixture of free Cy3 and Cy5 was used instead of the sample. No change in signal was observed.
Protein folding/unfolding kinetics. The kinetics of protein folding and unfolding was determined by fitting an exponential kinetic model to experimental stopped-flow data. The model was fitted to the average of at least three traces. The fitting was performed using lmfit (lmfit.github.io) in python. The fitted equation was y = a exp(−k·t) + b·t + c, where y is the signal, t, the time and k, a, b, and c the fitted parameters. The linear drift was subtracted from the data and fit before plotting. The first three points had to be discarded, since noise was still present from the mixing events.
Dynamic light scattering measurement. The size of self-assembled structures was measured on a ZetasizerNano (Malvern, UK) at 20 °C using an angle of 173° and 633-nm laser. The protein size distribution of particles was recorded and a hydrodynamic diameter was calculated using the software provided by the manufacturer.
Size-exclusion chromatography, multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS).
Molecular masses of samples were determined with a HPLC system Alliance e2695 (Waters, France) coupled to a Dawn Heleos II MALS recorder (Wyatt Technology Europe, Germany). 20 µL, 50 µL, or 100 µL of all of the purified proteins were filtered through a 0.1 µm centrifugal filter units (Millipore) and injected on a BioSep 3000 column (Phenomenex, CA, USA), with the exception of TET12 2.3 SN-f 5 b, which was separated on a BioSep 4000 column (Phenomenex, CA, USA). Calculations of molecular mass and s.d. were obtained using ASTRA 6 software (Wyatt Technology Europe, Germany).
Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). Scattering curves were measured at BM29 beamline at European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France) and at P12 beamline at PETRA-III synchrotron (DESY, Hamburg, Germany). In the former case the wavelength of incident X-rays was 1 Å and the Pilatus 1 M detector was placed 2.87 m from the sample leading to a range of the scattering vector from 0.025-5 nm −1 , while in the latter case the X-ray wavelength was 1.24 Å, the Pilatus 1 M detector was positioned 2 m from the sample and the scattering vector ranged from 0.028-6.7 nm −1 . To detect any potential concentration-dependent effects a series consisting of at least three concentrations was measured for every protein sample. High concentrations ranged from 3 to 13 mg/mL, while low concentrations were in the range of 1-3 mg/mL. For each sample data were collected over 10 frames lasting 1 or 2 s (ESRF) or 20 frames lasting 0.05 s (PETRA-III). Frames were carefully inspected for radiation damage and those not showing any radiation damage were then averaged. Before and after each sample scattering, matching buffer was measured and subtracted from sample scattering. In case the protein exhibited concentration dependent effects, curves corresponding to different concentrations were carefully merged; otherwise the curve showing the smallest signal-to-noise ratio was used for subsequent analysis. Scattering curves were analyzed using PRIMUS 62 and Scatter 63 software. Ab initio modeling was accomplished using DAMMIF 64 and DAMAVER program 64 . Theoretical scattering curves were calculated and compared to experimental SAXS profiles using Pepsi-SAXS (team.inria.fr/nano-d/software/pepsi-saxs/). Volatility of ratio 65 (V R ) scores were calculated using FoXS 66 .
In case none of the initial models, generated using CoCoPOD, fit well with the measured SAXS profile, we performed additional conformational sampling of the best-fitting model through normal mode analysis (NMA). NMA was performed using ProDy 67 , a python package intended for protein structural dynamics analysis. The proteins were represented using Anisotropic Network Model. Spring constants were set according to the secondary structure and connectivity of the residues, assigning higher spring constant to sequential residues and proximal residues in individual helical segments (for spring constants values set as default in GammaStructureBased class were used). First 20 non-trivial normal modes were calculated and along them up to 2,000 conformations were sampled. The r.m.s. deviation of sampled conformations in reference to the starting structure was set to 4 nm. The generated models were relaxed by performing a fast molecular dynamics simulation (100 steps, time step of 4 fs) using python package MODELLER to correct for bond lengths and angles. At this point, models were compared to the corresponding experimental SAXS profile and a handful of models showing the best agreement were selected. To ensure the knobs-into-hole packing, a fundamental feature of CCs, remained present after NMA, the CC segments in the selected models were refined through homology modeling as described above in the section "Constructing 3D models" above. For each of the selected conformations homology-based refinement was performed 40 times. Models thus obtained were then fitted to experimental scattering profiles and the model showing the lowest χ value was chosen as the best. Model structures obtained in this way showed good agreement with χ values in the range of 0.7 to 3.
In case of TRIP18SN, none of the models from the initial ensemble of 3D structures constructed with CoCoPOD gave a sufficiently good fit to the experimental SAXS profile. However, multiple conformations showed a comparable agreement with experimental data. Since the TRIP18SN design contains rectangular faces (it is composed of two triangular faces and three rectangular faces) its shape is not uniquely defined just by the distances of edges, in contrast to the tetrahedron. To reflect the increased flexibility, we attempted to describe the scattering profile using more than one structure. From the initial pool of models we selected 10 models that represented different possible conformations of the triangular prism protein cage. Using OLIGOMER 68 , the contribution of individual conformations was evaluated. Only three conformations had a significant contribution (>15%). OLIGOMER was run again, using only these three conformations as well as only the top two contributing conformations, leading to χ values of 0.9 and 1.0. Due to a small difference between the χ values, we decided to describe the SAXS profile with only two conformations. This does not imply that these are the only two conformations found in solution, but rather that due to its intrinsic flexibility the protein is present in solution a range of different conformations that can be represented as a combination of those selected models.
grids, washed quickly with distilled water and negatively stained with 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate and observed using a JEOL-1230 operated at 100 kV. Images of single molecules were obtained automatically using a TVIPS F416 CMOS and a final magnification of 54,926.
Data processing and 3D reconstruction. All image processing was performed using the Scipion platform (http://scipion.cnb.csic.es), which is an image processing framework that integrates several software packages into a unified interface 70 . For each sample (TET12SN, PYR16SN and TRIP18SN ) a total of (28,573, 49,510, 30,653) particles were extracted from (26, 40, 49) micrographs respectively using the particle picking tool of Xmipp 71 . The particles were classified in 2D using Xmipp 72 . The density calculated from the representative (largest volume) all-atom model generated by the CoCoPOD framework was filtered to 40 Å to avoid bias. The filtered density was used as an initial template for the 3D refinement in projection matching 70 . For the refinement steps 13,425, 18,251 and 15,145 particles were used, respectively.
Fitting of atomic models into density maps. UCSF Chimera 45 software was used to model atomic structures into the 3D EM reconstruction 73 . The best matching models from SAXS experiments (Supplementary Fig. 7) were fitted into the densities obtained from EM reconstructions. Global search was used to find the best orientation of the model with the reconstructed density (using the chimera fitmap command). Fifty initial search positions were used and the orientation with the highest volume overlap was chosen as the most optimal.
Experiments on mammalian cells. Expression of tetrahedron variants. In order to investigate expression, folding and cell response HEK293 cell line (see also Life Sciences Reporting Summary) was chosen due to ease of cultivation and high transfection efficiency. This cell line was obtained from ATTC and tested negative for mycoplasma contamination. This cell line was not authenticated.
For western blot, HEK293 cells (ATTC CRL-1573) were transfected with pCDNA3.1 or pFLAG-CMV-3 plasmids encoding tetrahedron variants with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Two days after transfection cell lysates and supernatants were analyzed by western blot analysis using anti-FLAG polyclonal antibodies (1:320, Sigma-Aldrich, F7425) or anti-GFP antibodies (1:1,000; Invitrogen, A11122); anti-β actin (8H10D10) antibodies (1:5,000; Cell Signaling Technology, 3700) as primary antibodies and horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat polyclonal to rabbit IgG secondary antibodies (1:3,000; Abcam, ab6721), HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG secondary antibodies (1:3,000; Jackson ImmunoResearch, 115-035-003).
For visualization of split-mVenus reconstitution within HEK293 cells, HEK293 cells (1 × 10 6 cells/well) were plated on 8-well tissue culture chambers (Ibidi, Integrated BioDiagnostics). The following day, cells were transfected with plasmids expressing TET12S split-mVenus , TET12SScr split-mVenus (10 ng to 50 ng) using Lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent (Invitrogen). Two days later, transfection samples were fixed using paraformaldehyde (4%), Tween20 (0.01%) and stained against GFP using anti-GFP [E385] AlexaFluor 647 antibodies (1:200; Abcam, ab190585).
Unfolded protein response. Unfolded protein response was followed by a dual luciferase assay based on the transcription factor 6 (ATF6)-dependent reporter assay. Plasmid encoding firefly luciferase under the ATF6 control (p5XATF6-GL3) was a gift from Ron Prywes (Addgene, plasmid #11976) 74 . One day before transfection, 4 × 10 5 HEK293 cells were seeded per well of a 96-well plate. The next day, cells were transfected by a mixture of plasmids (50 ng p5XATF6-GL3, 5 ng phRL-TK (Promega), 100 ng of combination of plasmids encoding TET12S or empty vector) using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). A day later, media was exchanged and compounds inducing endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress were added as positive controls. Two days after transfection cells were lysed in passive lysis buffer (Promega) and analyzed for reporter protein activities on a plate reader Orion II (Berthold Technologies). Relative luciferase activity was calculated by normalizing the firefly luciferase activity to constitutive Renilla luciferase activity measured within the same sample.
NLRP3 inflammasome activation. Immortalized mouse bone-marrowderived macrophages, a gift from Kate Fitzgerald 75 (see also Life Sciences Reporting Summary), were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10%
FBS. This cell line tested negative for mycoplasma contamination and was not authenticated. A day before activation, 0.75 × 10 5 cells were seeded per well of a 96-well plate. The next day cells were primed with ultra-pure LPS (100 ng/mL, Invivogen) for 8 h after which medium was removed and different concentrations of potential activators in DMEM were added and left overnight (or 30 min for nigericin). The concentration of secreted IL-1β was measured by ELISA (eBioscience) according to manufacturer's instructions. Prion protein fibrils were prepared from recombinant murine prion protein as previously described 76 . Silica was from Invivogen, alum from Thermo Scientific and nigericin from Sigma-Aldrich.
Animal experiments. Mice. Balb/c mice were purchased from Harlan (Italy), respectively. 8-12-week-old male and female mice were used for experiments. No sample size estimation was performed. Three mice were used in two separate experiments for each measurement. All the animal samples were included in the analysis. No blinding or randomization was performed. All animal experiments were performed according to the directives of the EU 2010/63 and were approved by the Administration of the Republic of Slovenia for Food Safety, Veterinary and Plant Protection of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Foods, Republic of Slovenia (Permit no.U34401-18/2016/7) (see also Life Sciences Reporting Summary).
Hydrodynamic injection. Balb/c mice were hydrodynamically (during 4-7 s) injected into the tail vein with a volume of saline solution equivalent to 10% of body weight, containing 60 µg of plasmid of DNA expressing TET12S split-mVenus , TET12SScr split-mVenus , pFLAG-TET12S split-mVenus , pFLAG-TET12SScr splitmVenus , TET12S split-fLuc or TET12SScr split-fLuc , using a 3-mL latex free syringe with 27G needle (Beckton Dickinson).
Immunohistochemistry. After 2 or 5 days mice were euthanized, blood was collected and serum was prepared (Sarstedt; 3,000 r.p.m./30 min). Liver samples were collected for further analysis. Liver samples for immunostaining were fixated overnight in 10% neutral buffered formalin (Sigma-Aldrich) and then embedded in paraffin (Leica Paraplast). The paraffin blocks were cut 7 µm thick with a rotation microtome RM 2245 (Leica). Tissue sections underwent deparaffinization and rehydration using xylene and different dilutions of ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich). Slides were washed twice with wash buffer (PBS+ 0.05% Tween20) (Sigma-Aldrich). Blocking was done by incubating the samples in 2% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) in wash buffer for 2 h at room temperature. Primary antibodies (anti-GFP [E385] AlexaFluor 647 antibodies; 1:200; Abcam, ab190585) were incubated overnight in humidified chamber at 4 °C. After washing, nuclei were stained with DAPI. Tissue slides were mounted using Leica CV Mount (Leica) and imaged using confocal microscopy.
Liver profile. Mice liver profile was determined in mice sera using VetScan Mammalian Liver Profile reagent rotor and analyzed on biochemistry analyzer VetScan VS2 (Abaxis).
In vivo luciferase imaging. Two days after the hydrodynamic plasmid delivery, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane. Each mouse received d-luciferin (Xenogen) intraperitoneally, 150 mg/kg of body weight. After 10-15 min mice were imaged in vivo using IVIS Lumina Series III (PerkinElmer) with CCD Camera (Pixel Dimensions 13 × 13 µm). Images were acquired using 5 min of exposure, binning 8, f/stop 1. Data were analyzed with Living Image 4.5.2 (PerkinElmer).
Confocal microscopy. Images of HEK293 cells (fixed and permeablized) and liver tissue sections were acquired using a Leica TCS SP5 inverted laserscanning microscope on a Leica DMI 6000 CS module (Leica Microsystems) equipped with a HCX Plane-Apochromat lambda blue 63 × oil-immersion objective with NA 1.4, with two hybrid detectors HyD and two photomultipliers and with high-efficiency spectral photometry detection and optical Acusto Optical Beam Splitter (AOBS).
Images were acquired and processed using Leica Application Suite (LAS X) software, dimensions 512 × 512 × 1 pixels (pixel dimension 418.5 nm × 418.5 nm), 8-bit resolution with no resolution enhancement and linear whole range lookup table (LUT) and 400 Hz acquisition speed.
For excitation of reconstituted split-mVenus, a 515 nm laser line (90% laser power) of the 25 mW-multi ion argon laser (25% laser power) was used, the emission was detected between 520 and 570 nm. The mVenus stained with anti-GFP antibodies (Alexa Fluor 647) were excited with a 10 mW, 633-nm HeNe laser (90% laser power), and detected between 650 and 700 nm.
